[1] We examine 22 case studies of CRRES satellite observations of substormenhanced whistler-mode waves. These observations were made close to the geomagnetic equator and between 0200 and 0600 MLT. The frequency of the enhanced whistler-mode waves is seen to vary strongly with magnetic field strength, and for this reason we plot the data in terms of the equivalent parallel resonant energy of an electron in first-order cyclotron resonance with a wave of a given frequency. No consistent increase or decrease of the equivalent parallel resonant energy of the substorm-enhanced whistler-mode waves with time is seen; rather the typical behavior is that it remains constant with time. We interpret our findings in terms of the injected electron population and resonance ellipses in velocity space. Furthermore, we relate the findings of our study to observations of ducted waves seen on the ground as substorm chorus events (SCEs) and conclude that the frequency dispersion seen in SCEs is dominated by electric field effects.
Introduction
[2] One of the defining characteristics of substorm onset is the injection of energetic electrons into the nightside magnetosphere. The observed evolution of the energy spectra of these injected electrons has been well documented and is understood in terms of energydispersed gradient curvature drifts. A less defining but often observed characteristic is the enhancement of whistler-mode chorus wave amplitudes. While previous studies have categorized the occurrence of these waves in terms of location and geomagnetic activity levels, to our knowledge no attempt has been made to document and explain the evolution of the whistler-mode frequency spectrum, as has been done with the injected electron's energy spectrum.
[3] Tsurutani and Smith [1974] were the first to show that postmidnight whistler-mode chorus was a substorm phenomenon. They demonstrated that the distribution of chorus as a function of L-shell and MLT in the postmidnight sector was similar to the enhanced substorm-injected electrons with energies >40 keV. They suggested that a cyclotron resonance interaction could explain many of the observed features. Tsurutani and Smith [1977] further classified the chorus into two types: equatorial chorus, which was confined to within 15°of the geomagnetic equator and showed a strong substorm dependence, and high-latitude chorus, which was seen at geomagnetic latitudes higher than 15°a nd showed little dependence on substorm activity. The equatorial chorus was seen to have an abrupt onset in the postmidnight sector and a second enhancement from dawn to noon, a similar pattern to that seen in energetic electron precipitation. The high-latitude chorus was primarily seen on the dayside (0800 < LT < 1600) and often within 1 -2 R E of the magnetopause.
[4] The maximum occurrence rates of equatorial chorus measured by Tsurutani and Smith [1977] using Ogo 5 were 54% postmidnight and 56% postdawn. Koons and Roeder [1990] measured somewhat higher rates of over 70%. This was attributed to the higher sensitivity of the SCATHA VLF receiver used for the study. However, they did still find a relative lack of wave activity in the 1800 -2100 LT sector.
[5] Substorm-enhanced chorus emissions are normally seen split into two bands separated by a gap at around half of the equatorial gyrofrequency. Meredith et al. [2001] surveyed the average upper and lower band chorus emissions seen by the CRRES satellite for three different activity levels (AE < 100 nT, 100 < AE < 300 nT, and AE > 300 nT). All chorus emissions were shown to be enhanced for the higher activity levels. The equatorial chorus was seen to be enhanced in the both the lower and upper bands for the most active conditions, and the location of the strongest emissions were consistent with excitation by electrons injected near midnight and subsequently drifting around dawn to the dayside. The highlatitude emissions were seen predominantly in the lower band. Again the strongest emissions were seen at high activity levels, and the location was consistent with generation in the horns of the magnetosphere.
[6] Meredith et al. [2000] studied the amplitudes of whistler-mode waves at the geomagnetic equator following substorm injection. They showed that the amplitudes tend to decrease with increasing time since injection and that the waves amplitudes outside of L = 6 tend to fall off slower with time than those inside L = 6. The timescale of the wave decay for both whistler-mode and electron cyclotron harmonic (ECH) waves was seen to be similar to the timescale of formation of ''pancake'' distributions from the substorm-injected electrons, and so both wave modes were implicated in their formation.
[7] Substorm-enhanced whistler-mode emissions have also been seen on the ground in the form of substorm chorus events (SCEs) [Smith et al., 1996 [Smith et al., , 1999 seen with the VLF/ELF Logger Experiment (VELOX) in Antarctica. An example of an SCE can be found in Figure 4 of Smith et al. [1997] . Coincident with substorm onset, enhanced chorus emissions are seen on the ground. These emissions are generally seen initially at low frequencies ($1 kHz), moving to higher frequencies ($5 kHz) with time. The events were predominately seen between 2300 and 0500 MLT and the durations at 1.5 kHz were between 0.1 and 1 hour with a peak in the distribution at 0.2 hours. However, the whole lifetime of the event was often longer than the lifetime at 1.5 kHz as the emissions changed from lower to higher frequencies.
[8] Smith et al. [1999] compared the onset time of these events with colocated groundbased magnetometer signals and showed the events to start coincident with substorm onset. This was confirmed by comparison with signatures of injected electrons seen on the LANL geostionary satellite 1987-097.
[9] A simple model of SCEs was proposed by Smith et al. [1996] to explain the signatures observed on the ground. At substorm onset, electrons are injected near midnight. As these electrons drift toward dawn, the more energetic electrons gradient curvature drift faster than the less energetic electrons. The electrons generate whistlermode waves through a cyclotron resonance interaction, which then travel to the ground, when possible, in the ducted mode. For unchanging magnetic field strength, B, and density, n e , the electrons with a higher parallel energy will resonate with waves of lower frequency and vice versa. So away from the injection region, the energy dispersion seen in injected electrons would be reflected in the waves as a rising frequency with time.
[10] Under this simple model one would expect to see a clear correlation of frequency rise rate with the MLT of the SCE observation. Smith et al. [1996] studied this and compared the distribution of SCE frequency rise rate with MLT against the expected rise rate predicted by the model. No such correlation was found. This was interpreted as an indication that a further effect was taking place involving the inward component of the E Â B drift of the whistler ducts under the influence of substorm-enhanced westward electric fields. When drifting inward, the ducts will move to regions of higher field strength. This will change the resonance conditions such that electrons of the same parallel energy will resonate with waves of higher frequency. More importantly, however, only waves below half the equatorial gyrofrequency can propagate to the ground in the ducted mode. Thus moving to regions of higher field strength will allow waves with progressively higher frequencies to reach the ground via the whistler ducts. This change in upper frequency cut off with time may well give rise to the frequency rise seen in SCEs. Smith et al. [1996] suggested that both processes (electron energy dispersion and inward drifting of the whistler ducts) were important to explain the frequency rise rates seen on the ground.
[11] In this paper we aim to examine the simple model of substorm-enhanced whistler-mode wave generation proposed by Smith et al. [1996] . The effective viewing window of VELOX is large and covers approximately 2 hours of MLT and 4 < L < 7. Unfortunately, within this viewing window we have little information as to the location of the event, and thus it is hard to separate the two effects. Instead we use space-based measurements of substorm-enhanced whistler-mode waves from the CRRES spacecraft. The advantage with this approach is that by knowing the location of the spacecraft, we can remove any effects due to changing field strength and indeed density. Unfortunately, there is no contemporaneous data from the VELOX for the CRRES epoch; however, it is possible to examine the general frequency evolution of the substormenhanced whistler-mode waves close to the assumed generation region. Essentially, we are testing the hypothesis that the energy dispersion normally seen in substorminjected electrons away from midnight is reflected in the whistler-mode wave population.
Instrumentation
[12] The Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) was launched on 25 July 1990 and continued in operation until October 1991, when the spacecraft suffered a fatal power subsystem failure. CRRES was launched into a 350 Â 33,584 km orbit with an inclination of 18.1°and period of 9 hours and 52 min. The spacecraft was oriented such that its spin axis lay in the ecliptic and pointed 12°ahead of the Sun's apparent motion. In June 1991 the apogee was raised by 1450 km (increasing the orbital period to 10 hours 17 min). The orbit was such that CRRES visited a large number of L-shells out to L = 8 and the apogee precessed from 0840 LT through midnight to $1400 LT over the lifetime of the spacecraft. The spin period of the spacecraft was 30 s. Further details of the satellite and orbit can be found in the work of Johnson and Ball [1992] .
[13] The data used in this study were collected using the Plasma Wave Experiment (PWE) on the CRRES spacecraft. The PWE measured electric fields from 5.6 Hz to 400 kHz using a 100 m tip-to-tip wire antenna and magnetic fields from 5.6 Hz to 10 kHz using a search coil magnetometer . The electric field detector was thus able to detect wave emissions from below the lower hybrid resonance frequency to well above the upper hybrid frequency for large fractions of each orbit.
[14] The sweep frequency receiver of the PWE covered the frequency range 100 Hz to 400 kHz in four bands with 32 logarithmically spaced steps per band. Band 1 (100 -810 Hz) was sampled at one step per second with a complete cycle time of 32.786 s. Band 2 (810 Hz to 6.4 kHz) was sampled with a complete cycle time of 16.384 s. Band 3 (6.4 -51.7 kHz) and band 4 (51.7 -400 kHz) were sampled with complete cycle times of 8.192 s. The closeness of the 30 s spacecraft spin period and base 32.786 s cycling period can give rise to a beating effect in the recorded wave data.
Event Selection
[15] In this study we wanted to examine the effect of substorm-injected electrons on the whistler-mode wave population. Specifically, we wanted to see how and to what extent, if at all, the energy dispersion found in injected energetic electrons is reflected in the frequency spectrum of enhanced whistler-mode waves. Thus we have placed some constraints on the location of observations used. We have limited our study to times when CRRES was located such that 0200 < MLT < 0600, À10°< mlat < 10°, and L > 5 for at least 1 hour. The L-shell restriction is so that we may be on field lines onto which electrons are injected, the MLT restriction is such that such electrons will be energy-dispersed, the magnetic latitude restriction is because we assume the main wave generation region is near the equator and thus any propagation effects are minimized, and the 1 hour restriction is simply for practical analysis.
[16] From the intervals obtained using the above constraints we selected 22 case studies based on two further constraints. First, we studied the AE index and identified those intervals where a reasonably isolated substorm signature was seen such that onset occurred during or shortly before (<30 min) the start of the interval. Second, we selected those events where enhanced wave activity was seen. While this step may seem subjective, it is necessary as not all injections will penetrate to the L-shells occupied by CRRES and result in enhanced wave activity being measured.
Data Processing
[17] The first step in the data processing was to remove the beating effect caused by the difference between the nominal spacecraft spin rate and the sampling rate. To do this, we have performed a 3 min sliding average sampled every minute. We have then restricted ourselves to whistler-mode waves by considering only those waves between the local electron gyrofrequency (calculated from measured magnetic field strength) and the lowest frequencies sampled by the experiment.
[18] The second step in the data processing was to transform the data from frequency to equivalent parallel resonant energy. The rationale for this was as follows. The standard presentation of wave data is in terms of wave spectral intensity plotted in a spectrogram format as a function of frequency and time (e.g., Figure 1 ). The problem with data in this format, collected on a moving spacecraft (especially with a highly elliptical orbit such as CRRES) is that the spacecraft is continually moving to regions of different field strength and density. The local field strength and density change significantly over the time scales of the wave population evolution simply due to the spacecraft motion through the magnetosphere. The field strength can directly affect the wave properties, and both the field strength and density play a role in the gyroresonance conditions which may give rise to energy transfer between waves and particles. The net result of these effects is that the change in the observed whistlermode wave frequency spectrum with time is often dominated by spacecraft motion.
[19] Following the SCE model presented by Smith et al. [1996] , we calculate an equivalent parallel resonant energy (W k ) based on the working assumption that the waves are parallel propagating and generated by a firstorder gyroresonance instability. This assumption is supported by recent observations of chorus generated near the equator at disturbed times with the Cluster spacecraft. Parrot et al. [2003] showed the waves propagated with angles <40°to the field direction. This was in agreement with the earlier observations of Hayakawa et al. [1984] , who found for frequencies below half the electron gyrofrequency the wave normals of of chorus at geostationary orbit were at extremely small angles (5 -20°) to the field direction. Futhermore, Meredith et al. [2004] have shown that for frequencies below half the electron gyrofrequency at least, the refractive index of whistler mode waves has very little variation with propagation angle. However, given that the resonance condition outlined below depends on the parallel wave number, a nonzero propagation angle will have some effect on the resonance conditions.
[20] As an extension to the work of Abel et al. [2002] , we have employed a fully relativistic treatment. This is because the upper limit of W k we find for the measured wave activity is >1 MeV. Using a nonrelativistic treatment, the resonant parallel velocity, v k , is constant as a function of perpendicular velocity, v ? . Using a relativistic treatment, the resonance condition solutions are semiellipses in the (v ? , v k ) plane (approximating v k = const when v ( c). As v k is not constant in our treatment, we use the minimum energy parallel velocity which occurs when v ? = 0 (and gives the same solution as the nonrelativistic approximation in the low velocity limit). The relativistic resonance condition is given by
where
Assuming first-order resonance, i.e., n = À1, equation (1) can be written as a quadratic of v, i.e.,
and k k is related to w through the whistler-mode dispersion relation for parallel-propagating waves
In order to calculate W k (=(g À 1)m e c 2 ) for a given sampled frequency w, we need to know W e and w pe . As we assume that the chorus generation takes place at the equator, we want to use the equatorial values of W e and w pe . The local field strength is determined directly from the magnetic field measurements made on board by the fluxgate magnetometer [Singer et al., 1992] . This is the mapped from the spacecraft location (taken from the CRRES ephemeris data in GSM coordinates and determined from the Olsen Pfitzer 85 model [Pfitzer et ., 1988] ) to the geomagnetic equator by assuming dipole field geometry. Considering the L-shells being studied and our closeness to the geomagnetic equator, these are reasonable approximations. All values of W e discussed or plotted in this paper are those which have been mapped to the equator. Abel et al. [2002] used an empirical density model in order to calculate w pe ; here we determine w pe directly from features in the wave distribution. Inside the plasmasphere, emissions at the upper hybrid frequency w UHR are usually well defined . Outside of the plasmasphere, the upper hybrid frequency is often less well defined (this is particularly true at times of substorm activity). In this region the local value of w pe is estimated from the lower limit of the electromagnetic continuum radiation, which is taken to be a plasma wave cutoff at w pe [Gurnet and Shaw, 1973] . Assuming the electron distribution is not strongly anisotropic, there will be little change in density between the spacecraft location and the geomagnetic equator, and thus w pe will also be the similar at both locations.
[21] W k was calculated for each measured frequency below W e every minute. The wave spectral intensities were then rebinned into 50 logarithmically spaced bins between 10 2 and 10 7 eV. These data were then plotted in spectrogram format as a function of W k and time (Figures 2-6) . Areas of the spectrogram colored grey indicate either times when our positional selection criteria were not met or when no sampled frequency lay within an W k bin. Along with the rebinned wave data, we have also plotted the AE index as an indicator of substorm activity for the period spanning 1 hour prior and 30 min following the wave data. Also plotted on the spectrogram is the W k of W e /2 (red dotted line) and the W k of 0°and 90°pitch angle electrons which have an azimuthal gradient curvature drift velocity equal to the azimuthal component of the spacecraft's velocity (black and white lines, top = 0°bottom = 90°).
[22] The reason for including the black and white lines is that one might expect that the waves observed by the spacecraft are those generated by electrons drifting azimuthally at the same speed as the spacecraft is moving. Following substorm injection, we would expect that the spacecraft will either overtake electrons of lower energy than that indicated by the black and white lines or be overtaken by electrons of higher energy but not both.
Results
[23] In this section we present detailed observations from five of the 22 case studies studied. These are intended to show the range of characteristics observed in the events. A summary of all 22 case studies will be given in the next section.
Orbit 340
[24] Figure 1 shows the data from the PWE for the entirety of orbit 340 (12 December 1990) plotted in the standard survey format (note that the color scale used is slightly extended compared with the usual scale used for these plots such that the details of the enhanced wave activity can be seen clearly). The plot shows the data recorded from perigee to perigee having been averaged with the 3 min moving average. The solid white line in Figure 1 shows the equatorial gyrofrequency. The dashed white line shows 0.5f ce ( f ce = W e /2p), and the dotted white lines show the harmonics of f ce . The solid red line shows f UHR when it has been used to determine w pe , and the dashed red line shows the lower-frequency limit of the electromagnetic continuum radiation where it has been used to determine w pe . The upper hybrid emissions can clearly be seen prior to 1600 UT and post-1920 UT as a narrow band of emissions with wave spectral intensities of 10 À16 to 10 À15 v 2 m À2 Hz À1 between 20 and 400 kHz, with the highest frequencies seen near perigee.
[25] Through most of the plot, whistler-mode waves are seen below f ce , though significantly enhanced following 1620 UT when a large change in field strength is reflected in the change of f ce . Following 1620 UT above f ce , strong ECH emissions can also be seen. These emissions are seen as banded emissions occurring at (n + 1 2 )W e . It is worth noting that this event represents the strongest wave response to an isolated substorm seen in the CRRES dataset.
[26] Figure 2 shows the measured wave activity on Orbit 340 plotted in the format described in section 4 (note the different color scales between Figure 2 and Figure 1 ). Compared with Figure 1 , we have only plotted a subset of times (when our positional criteria were met) and a subset of frequencies such that we are only looking at whistler-mode waves, i.e., below W e . Having transformed the data from frequency to W k , the highest-frequency waves are now at the bottom of the plot at the lowest W k . The 0.5W e gap in emissions can still clearly be seen.
[27] The initial response of the AE index to substorm onset is seen around 1625 UT. Around 10 min earlier a dramatic drop in the W k is observed. This is primarily a consequence of a large change in the measured density but compounded by a strong change in field strength associated with the dipolarization. At 1620 UT there is an enhancement in the whistler-mode intensities (seen as a change from blue to green), but the most intense waves are seen after 1640. At this time, intensities above 2 Â 10 À10 V 2 m À2 Hz À1 are seen above 10 5 eV, which remain till 1710 UT. A separate enhanced population is seen below 10 5 eV which persists for over 2 hours. This population is seen first at higher W k , moving to lower W k at later times. This change is most pronounced on the lower-energy edge of the intense waves (and can be seen by following the red/yellow to green/blue boundary) but is also present on the upperenergy edge.
[28] It is worth noting that when the intense waves are first seen, they are only seen at W k above that which would drift with the spacecraft (black and white lines), and after 1810 they are seen only at or below this W k . A gap is seen in the wave spectra at W e /2, and the evolution of the intense waves proceeds across this gap.
Orbit 105
[29] A substorm occurred during CRRES orbit 105 (7 September 1990) for which the transformed wave data and AE index are shown in Figure 3 . The first response is seen in the AE index around 0220. Intense whistlermode wave activity is seen from 0200 at W k $ 10 4 eV.
) waves are seen for the next 90 min. At the end of this period the enhanced waves are seen up to W k = 10 5 eV. For this event there is an increase of W k with time of the upper bound of the intense waves, while there is a decrease for the lower bound. As with the orbit 340 event, a gap is seen at W e /2. At the end of the event the intense waves are only seen at W k above W e /2.
Orbit 255
[30] The substorm studied from orbit 255 (8 November 1990) is somewhat unusual insofar as the wave activity is seen, at any one time, over a limited range of W k (shown in Figure 4 ). The substorm onset seen in the AE index occurs around 1600, just as CRRES moves into our chosen latitude range. There looks to be a second onset around 1650 UT. Following the first onset, intense waves are seen at W k $ 10 3 eV, increasing to around 10 5 eV over the next 20 min.
This evolution follows the change in W e /2, which is dominated by changes in density. At 1645 UT the intense waves disappear, returning at 1705 UT for $15 min. Intense waves are again seen between 1810 and the end of the observed interval. Over this period the W k of the intense waves decreases from !2 Â 10 4 eV to below 5 Â 10 2 eV. As with orbit 340, this frequency evolution carries over the W e /2 gap.
Orbit 260
[31] On orbit 260 CRRES satisfied our locality criteria continuously for over 5 hours (9 November 1990). The wave data and AE index for this period are shown in Figure 5 . A substorm occurred at the beginning of this period with the onset in the AE seen at 1725, $5 min before the locality criteria were met. Here wave intensities above 10 À9 V 2 m À2 Hz À1 are seen at 10 4 eV < W k < 10 5 eV from the start of this period to 1820 UT and between 1845 and 1900 UT. Between 1820 and 1845, intensities above 10 À10 V 2 m À2 Hz À1 are present. The trace of enhanced waves continues through the whole period, at lower intensities, though after 2100 UT the intensities increase somewhat. In this example there is no discernible increase or decrease in W k of the intense waves with time.
Orbit 209
[32] The final example we present here is from orbit 209 (19 October 1990) and is shown in Figure 6 . Here substorm onset is seen in the AE index at 2020 UT. The substorm, as seen in the AE index, lasts for over 2 hours. During this period, bursts of enhanced wave activity are seen. These bursts are seen at a fairly constant W k between 5 Â 10 3 eV and 10 5 eV, well above the W k of W e and of the electrons drifting with the spacecraft. There is no discernible change in W k with time in any of the individual bursts, though it may be argued that some of the upper and lower bounds of some of the bursts do show some trend. However, there is certainly no consistent trend to be identified.
Discussion
[33] The five examples presented here and the other cases studied show that the W k of substorm-enhanced whistler-mode waves show no consistent increase or decrease with time. In fact, the typical behavior is that the enhanced waves are seen at a constant W k throughout the event. While some events, such as orbit 340 (Figure 2) shown above, show a general trend of decreasing W k with increasing time, others, such as orbit 255 prior to 1640 UT (Figure 4) , show the opposite trend. Within events, short bursts of wave activity are seen, such as orbit 209 (Figure 6 ). These are seen with both increasing and decreasing W k with time. Of the 22 events studied, three show a large-scale increase in W k with time, three show a large-scale decrease in W k with time, and 19 show substantial periods with no large-scale trends. Fourteen orbits show bursts of activity with changing W k , but these are seen as both increasing and decreasing.
[34] According to the simple model proposed by Smith et al. [1996] , we would have expected to see a decreasing W k with time of the most intense band of whistler-mode waves following substorm onset. In fact the overall trend of these events is that we see no change in W k with time. While this behavior could conceivably be explained in terms of the waves observed being excited by electrons drifting with the spacecraft (as discussed in section 4), there are two factors which indicate that this is not the case. First, the enhanced wave activity is seen consistently at W k above that expected to drift with the spacecraft. Second, one might expect to see W k of the enhanced waves increase to a value which is expected to drift at the azimuthal velocity of CRRES as the satellite overtakes slower electrons or decreasing to the expected value as the spacecraft is being over taken by faster electrons. This is not seen.
[35] The apparent discrepancy between the model and the observations is in fact easily resolved when both the parallel and perpendicular velocities of the injected electrons are considered. The Smith et al. [1996] model is based purely on the presence of electrons at a certain parallel energy generating whistler-mode waves of a given frequency. There is no consideration given to the other necessary conditions for wave generation. We shall first discuss our findings in the context of injected electrons meeting resonance conditions (taking into account both the parallel and perpendicular velocities). We will then go on to discuss the implications of a fuller treatment, though to employ such a treatment is beyond the scope of this paper.
[36] In Figure 7 we show schematically lines of constant energy (red curves), resonance curves (green lines), and the resonant diffusion paths (black lines), as defined by Summers et al. [1998] , in velocity space. Each of the resonance curves represents a different frequency of wave and shows what part of velocity space those curves are resonant with. The green curves at the lowest parallel velocities represents the highest frequency and vice versa.
[37] The simple model proposed by Smith et al. [1996] describes the picture only considering the part of Figure 7 where v ? = 0, and thus it ignores those electrons which have nonzero pitch angles. It is normal at substorm onset to see electrons injected into the inner magnetosphere at all pitch angles (though not necessarily isotropically) [Meredith et al., 1999 [Meredith et al., , 2000 . Away from the injection region, the highest-energy electrons will arrive first under the influence of gradient curvature drift. While it is true that there is some pitch angle dependence of the speed of the gradient curvature drift, for simplicity we shall ignore it here. When the highest-energy electrons arrive, they will meet the resonance condition for all frequencies of whistler-mode waves to some lower limit set by the maximum energy of the injected particles. This can be seen in Figure 7 as the highest-energy red line (E 1 ) intersects (i.e., meets the resonance conditions) all resonance curves which at v ? = 0 have a lower v k (w 0 À w 10 ).
[38] At later times the increasingly lower-energy electrons arrive. These can also resonate with all frequencies of whistler-mode waves above a low-frequency limit, though this low-frequency limit increases the lower the energy of the injected electrons. We see this in Figure 7 . When electrons of energy E 2 arrive, they can resonate with frequencies w 0 to w 8 . These will be followed by E 3 which can resonate with w 0 to w 6 , then E 4 resonant with w 0 to w 4 and E 5 resonant with w 0 to w 2 . As time goes on, there will be no new frequencies of whistler-mode waves able to resonate with the arriving electrons. Thus considering the meeting of resonance conditions alone, there is no reason why the lower-frequency waves should be excited before the higher-frequency waves.
[39] An electron being in resonance with a particular frequency of wave is not, in itself, sufficient to result in wave growth at that frequency. When we come to consider which waves are actually excited and by how much, it is a far more complicated issue. While we shall discuss the issues below, we will make no attempt to develop a selfconsistent picture. Waves are generated when energy is given up from the electron population. In order to do this there must be a net transport of electrons from higher to lower energies. The path an electron will follow in velocity space due to cyclotron interaction with whistler-mode waves is known as the resonant diffusion path. The solution for this path was found by Summers et al. [1998] and is shown in Figure 7 by the black lines. The process we are considering is a diffusion process, and so there will be a net transport along the resonant diffusion paths from regions of high phase space density to regions of low phase space Figure 7 . Schematic representation of the resonant diffusion curves (black lines) and resonance curves (green lines) for first-order gyroresonance interactions between whistlermode waves and electrons in parallel versus perpendicular velocity space. Lines of constant energy (red curves) are also shown. The resonance curves are shown for 11 different frequencies where w 0 = w e , and w 0 < w 1 < w 2 < w 3 , etc. density. The rate at which this diffusion takes place depends on the gradient in phase space density along the diffusion paths and the diffusion coefficients, which are a function of both energy and pitch angle.
[40] When the first high-energy injected substorms arrive at a point away from midnight, there will be diffusion to both higher and lower energies. The net energy gain (if any) by the waves will be determined by the relative gradients along the resonant diffusion paths to higher and lower energies and any differences in the diffusion coefficients along the diffusion paths. The net energy gain of the waves will vary depending on frequency. It should be noted that this diffusion-like process will act to destroy the gradients in phase space. As time goes on, lower-energy electrons arrive, changing again the electron distribution. As the process continues, it acts to destroy any local phase space density gradients. Of course this process is not happening at a single local time, and so the drifting electron population will be modified differently as it moves away from midnight. Thus those electrons arriving at a point away from midnight will already have had their distribution function changed.
[41] We should also consider that we are working under the assumption that the scattering is taking place at the equator. Any movement off of the equator will change both the electron distribution and wave properties due to the changing field strength. There is also the point to consider that the wave population at any one point is made up of waves generated locally and waves which have propagated to that location [e.g., Horne and Thorne, 2003] . A full treatment should also consider the implications of nonparallel propagating waves and other orders of resonance other than the n = À1 mode discussed above.
[42] To combine all of the factors outlined above in a fully self-consistent treatment is a nontrival undertaking. In fact, given the current standing of modeling of the various processes, a full model of the process is beyond our capabilities. All that we can say is that there is no a priori reason why we should expect the most intense substormenhanced whistler-mode waves to increase in frequency with time. The data shows that there is a variety of behavior. Moreover, the typical large-scale behavior shows no reflection of the expected energy dispersion of the energetic electrons in the whistler-mode wave population. This is a key result which any full treatment must be able to reproduce.
[43] Given our findings, it is possible to make some comment on the signature of SCEs seen on the ground. Smith et al. [1996] suggested that the rising frequency seen in SCEs was due to a combination of the energy dispersion of substorm-injected electrons and the inward E Â B drift of the whistler ducts under the influence of the substormenhanced electric field. As we have demonstrated here, the energy dispersion of the injected electrons show no discernible signature in substorm-enhanced whistler-mode waves. Thus we must conclude that the rising frequency dispersion seen in SCEs is dominated due to the motion of whistler ducts inward.
[44] By attributing the rising frequency dispersion to the inward motion of the ducts, we are implying that the upper frequency ( f uco ) of the SCE is equal to half the equatorial gyrofrequency of the field line occupied by the duct at that time. Thus by employing a field model we can estimate the L-shell of the source location of the chorus waves. By studying the rate of change of the SCE upper frequency and thus change in L-shell, we can estimate the westward electric field strength (E w ) which would give rise to an appropriate inward E Â B drift of the whistler duct. Following the treatment of Smith et al. [1996] , where a dipole field geometry is assumed,
Thus we can use the frequency dispersion seen in SCEs as a measure of the strength of the westward electric field, as well as putting a limit on the L-shell extent of excited whistler-mode wave activity.
Conclusions
[45] The main conclusions from this study can be summarized as follows.
[46] 1. There is no evidence in the CRRES PWE data to suggest that the energy dispersion normally seen in substorm-injected energetic electrons is reflected in the frequency evolution of substorm-enhanced whistler-mode waves.
[47] 2. The reasoning which suggests such an effect is based purely on the 0°pitch angle population and does not hold when all pitch angles are considered.
[48] 3. Substorm-enhanced whistler-mode waves are seen to be highly structured in time/space but are generally seen at a fairly constant W k with time.
[49] 4. The frequency dispersion seen in SCEs on the ground is most likely due to the inward motion of whistler ducts under the influence of a substorm-enhanced westward electric field. This leads to a change in the cutoff frequency of waves that can propagate to the ground.
[50] 5. Given these findings, we can use SCEs as a diagnostic of the equatorial electric field at the time of substorm onset.
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